
RIGOLO 1   Unité 3 (unit 3) : Mon corps  

VOCABULAIRE (vocabulary*) 

 

*based on Rigolo 1 language content; some lessons include vocab not taught in Rigolo units. 

 

Leçon 1 – LES PARTIES DU CORPS (parts of the body) 

 

 

le nez       the nose 

la bouche    the mouth 

la tête      the head 

le bras          the arm 

 

la jambe    the leg 

les yeux        the eyes 

les oreilles       the ears 

les cheveux      the hair 

 

Ø Practise these nouns by repeating the words out loud. Then, try to 

say the words with the French covered up. 

 

Ø Work with a partner (a friend or a family member): ask them to 

point to a part of their body and try to identify it as quickly as you can.  

 

 Pronunciation tips 

· ê: in tête, is pronounced like ‘e’ in ‘bed’.  

· ‘z’, ‘x’ and ‘s’: are silent at the end of ne(z), cheveu(x), yeu(x), and 

oreille(s) 

· ‘ll’: is pronounced {y} in oreilles. 

  



RIGOLO 1   Unité 3 (unit 3) : Mon corps  

VOCABULAIRE (vocabulary*) 

 

*based on Rigolo 1 language content; some lessons include vocab not taught in Rigolo units. 

 

Leçon 2 – DESCRIBING EYES AND HAIR APPEARANCE 

 

- Tu es comment ?  

- What do you look like? 

- J’ai les yeux…    

- I have …. (color) eyes 

 

bleus       blue 

verts       green 

marron      brown 

 

 

 

 

 

- J’ai les cheveux… 

- I have…(color) hair         

                                   

                               

longs                long                                      

courts                      short 

blonds                 blond 

bruns               brown 

châtains               light brown 

roux             ginger 

noirs       black 

 

Ø Look in magazines and picture books and see if you can describe 

the characters as if you were that person talking about their eye 

colour or their hair colour. 

 

v Remember: French adjectives have a plural form marked by adding 

‘s’ at the end, which is silent. Marron doesn’t change from singular 

to plural as it comes from the noun marron (a chestnut) used as an 

adjective. 

 



RIGOLO 1   Unité 3 (unit 3) : Mon corps  

VOCABULAIRE (vocabulary*) 

 

*based on Rigolo 1 language content; some lessons include vocab not taught in Rigolo units. 

 

Leçon 3 – LES JOURS DE LA SEMAINE (days of the week) 

 

C’est quel jour aujourd’hui ? 

C’est lundi. 

 

lundi 

mardi 

mercredi 

jeudi 

vendredi 

samedi 

dimanche 

Which day is it today?  

It’s Monday. 

 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

 

Ø Find a calendar and point to different days, first in order, then at 

random once you are confident. Can you name the different days?  

 

Ø Ask someone to call out days of the week and you give the French 

word.  

 

v Remember: in French, days of the week (and months of the year) 

don’t take a capital letter unless they are at the beginning of the 

sentence, for example when writing the date. Compare the two 

below: 

- C’est samedi aujourd’hui. (It is Saturday today.) 

- Samedi 10 mars (Saturday 10th March) 

 

  



RIGOLO 1   Unité 3 (unit 3) : Mon corps  

VOCABULAIRE (vocabulary*) 

 

*based on Rigolo 1 language content; some lessons include vocab not taught in Rigolo units. 

 

Leçon 4 – CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS 

 

- Tu es comment ? What do you look like? 

- Je suis…   - I am… 

 

/ What are you like? 

 

(masculine and feminine) 

(masculine)                      (feminine) 

grand - tall        petite – small 

petit – small       grande – tall 

bavard       bavarde  - chatty 

timide    shy 

 

sympa – nice 

 

drôle – funny  

 

Ø Look in magazines and describe some of the famous people you see 

in there, using the words above and pretending you are that 

person. Act out some of the characteristics and say what you are 

like. 

 

 Pronunciation tip 

· For feminine adjectives, make sure you pronounce ‘d’ and ‘t’ in 

front of the final ‘e’ in grande, petite and bavarde but remember 

that they are silent for masculine adjectives. 

 


